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ABSTRACT 

We present a method for handling the dynamic effects of process component malfunctions through 
time-independent rule-based diagnostic systems. The method's theory is discussed and a simplified version is 
implemented in the process diagnostic expert system PRODIAG. Simulation results from a full-scope operator 
training simulator of a nuclear power plant are used to illustrate the method. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the major challenges in the development of real-time knowledge-based systems for process fault diagnosis 
is the representation of the process dynamics. The knowledge base, generally cast in the form of 
time-independent "If (condition) Then (consequence)" diagnostic production rules, needs to handle time-varying 
data characterizing the dynamic behavior of the process during off-normal conditions. For example, 
time-independent diagnostic rules need to account for temporal changes in the status of components, e.g., on-off, 
open-close, natural thermal-hydraulic (T-H) feedback effects with different time constants, and nonmonotonic 
trend in plant parameters due to the actuation of automatic control system actions. A number of other 
requirements have been proposed for real-time knowledge base systems that deal with dynamically changing data 
[1]. 

In the nuclear industry, various approaches for treating time-varying data in knowledge bases represented by 
diagnostic production rules in the form of expert systems (ESs) have been proposed. Naito et al. [2] attempted 
to handle the dynamic behavior of plant processes by expanding the knowledge representation of the production 
rules. In addition to Boolean algebra operators, the condition part of the production rules employed 
time-dependent logical operators to account for delays between input and output signals. Yokobayashi et al. [3] 
considered the time variation of plant parameters in their accident diagnostic system, DISKET, by subdividing 
the full range of possible time values into discrete subsets. Each subset is associated with a corresponding value 
or status of the plant parameter forming a time-value pair. Both approaches are, however, transient and context 
dependent For instance, Naito et al.'s approach requires prior knowledge of the time delays, while Yokobayashi 
et al.'s presumes accurate knowledge of the optimal values that separate the subsets. 

Reifman and Lee [4] proposed an approach through the Rg automatic inductive rule-generation code that is both 
transient and context independent. To accomplish that, Rg generates diagnostic rules composed of plant 
parameters that characterize a "common" dynamic behavior throughout the transient, e.g., monotonically varying 
plant parameters, from a data base of examples. Common dynamic behavior is captured from the examples by 
constructing a transient data base that contains time-varying information, e.g., time rate of change of the plant 
parameter at discrete times, and searching for a representative pattern that contains the same characteristics of 
the sequence of patterns obtained at the discrete times. 



hi this paper we present the method used in the process diagnostics ES, PRODIAG [5], to account for the process 
dynamics as the transient evolves in time. PRODIAG is a rule-based diagnostic system designed to identify 
single component failures in T-H processes consisting of single-phase liquid, i.e., subcooled water. Diagnostics 
is performed through the qualitative analysis of first-principles quasistatic T-H balance equations expressed as 
generic T-H system-independent rules. Unlike the approaches described above, in PRODIAG the dynamic effects 
of the T-H variables are decoupled from the quasistatic balance equation rules and are processed before the rules 
are utilized. The Time Window Selector (TWS) module in the ES handles the dynamic effects by selecting which 
T-H variables and associated qualitative trends are to be used at each diagnostic time step. The TWS module 
accounts for the time constants associated with instrumentation time response, control system action, and natural 
T-H feedback. 

TIME WINDOW SELECTOR - THEORY 

The TWS module in PRODIAG is responsible for handling all the dynamic (time) effects in the signal processing 
before the ES rules in the Physical Rules Database (PRD) are utilized. The basis of the diagnostic strategy in 
the ES [5-7] is qualitative analysis using the three conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy in 
conjunction with the equation of state (EOS). The true conservation equations are dynamic with associated time 
constants to account for the physical phenomena of mass inertia, thermal inertia, transport delay, and other 
dynamic effects. However, the ES rules in the PRD which represent the qualitative reasoning form for these 
phenomena are static rules. They are based on the static/quasistatic versions of the macroscopic conservation 
equations [5-7]. The issue that then needs to be resolved, is that the signals for the various T-H variables (flow 
w, pressure p, temperature T or enthalpy h, and level t) may not be synchronized due to this neglect of natural 
dynamic feedback effects. This could lead to 

(i) rules in the PRD being activated when they should not, and, 
(ii) rules in the PRD not being activated when they should. 

In addition to natural feedback, there are two other dynamic effects which need to be considered: instrumentation 
delay and control system action. Instrumentation delay could add to the difficulty in synchronizing signals for 
ES rule activation. Control system action, besides leading to the possibility of nonmonotonic trends and 
oscillations which would be difficult to treat in our qualitative analysis approach, also represents in a sense, an 
additional "malfunction" that could mask the effects of the initiating malfunction event. An algorithm needs to 
be implemented to account for these dynamic effects before the rules of the PRD are searched in order to prevent 
conclusions which are inconsistent from time step to time step. The list of potential malfunction candidates 
should monotonically converge as additional signal information becomes available with the progression of the 
transient. 

Time Window Concept 

All the dynamic effects in the signal responses are processed in the TWS before the PRD is entered. The TWS 
decides: (a) when to open the time window (TW) for a signal; and (b) when to close the time window for a signal. 
Basically, (a) and (b) mean that the decision is made in the TWS module as to which signals are to be used and 
which signals are to be rejected in the correlation of signals by the rules of the PRD. It also selects which signal 
trend to use if the trend varies during the course of the transient. The concept of a TW is used here for 
convenience and handles three types of T-H time constants associated with: 

(1) instrumentation response, T ^ ; 
(2) natural thermal-hydraulic feedback or response to an initiated imbalance, Tn t f d; and 
(3) control system action. 



The instrumentation time constants are relatively easy to treat. They are basically delays added to the signal time 
response and are measured by the instrument vendors. The natural feedback time constants are treated in a 
similar way as the instrumentation time constants, namely as additive delays. The control system time constants, 
by contrast, are difficult to treat. Some control systems react very fast while others are much slower by design. 
There is also a wide variation on setpoint parameters. 

Time Window Opening 

For general time window opening, reference should be made to Fig. 1. Analysis is started at time t 0 when some 
variable or signal x, reaches its primary threshold ep. Then, variable x 2 which has reached its secondary threshold 
e, before t 0 and which has the earliest deviation time t,, is used to determine the TW opening. The TW opens on 
variable Xj at 

topen t 1 t l ~ T i o s t Tntfd (1) 

where t ^ and t ^ are the time constants for x 2 associated with instrumentation response and natural T-H 
feedback, respectively. The window is now open from this time on for accepting all signals (trends) to be sent 
to the PRD except for signals with constant (-) trend x\ For all constant T-H variables, w", p", h", d", the TW 
opens at the corresponding t ^ according to 

open 
= t', + T k * + T. ntfd (2) 

One way of implementing this is to consider the trend of x to be unknown (?) if x has a normal trend x', until Eq. 
(2) is satisfied. Equation (2) allows us to use x" information after an approximate time delay T ^ + x n t f d. This 
method makes use of the fact that the initial condition at the onset of the transient is steady-state. If the initial 
condition is not steady-state, adjustments should be made accordingly. 

— t 
1 *1 

\ 
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Fig. 1. Opening of the Time Window for Thermal-Hydraulic Variables 



Time Window Closing 

To close the TW we need to account for all three types of time constants. The general TW closes as soon as the 
first one of two closing times is reached, i.e., 

l̂ose = ^ " n v t

c i o s e c o n t r o l , t c l o s e i n j t / n t f d ) . (3) 

We lump instrumentation and natural feedback dynamic effects together in t c l o i e i^fota s m c e m o u r concept they 
are both treated as effective time delays. However, each T-H natural feedback phenomena has its own t c l o s e î ntH. 
Equation (4) shows how the time window for thermal phenomena is closed with the thermal feedback time 
constant i ^ ^ : 

^lose = * 1 + Tinst + Xthermal " ( 4 ) 
inst/ntfd 

Analogous equations can be written for the other natural feedback phenomena and the related time constants are 
discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. The window closing by t c l o s e ^ ^ i is discussed later. 

Natural Feedback and Instrumentation Response 

We begin with the natural feedback and instrumentation response closing time t,.,^ i^a^. Although the balance 
equations of mass, momentum and energy and the EOS are common for the entire T-H system, the natural 
feedback time constants can be quite different for different configurations. Two broad categories of T-H control 
volumes in a loop can be drawn here: (a) non-separated control volumes which are composed entirely of single-
phase subcooled liquid; and (b) separated control volumes which are composed of a non-condensible gas phase 
over subcooled liquid. Differing time constants can be identified for those two categories of control volumes for 
different types of T-H phenomena. The first row of Table I categorizes these phenomena for the two types of 
control volumes based on the coupling of the T-H variables. The underlying correlating balance equations are 
shown in the second row, while the third row classifies the speed of the coupling as fast or slow based on the time 
constant of the coupled variables. 

Table I. Theoretical and Applied Time Coupling Between Thermal-Hydraulic 
Variables Based on Natural Feedback 

Control 
Volume 

Non-separated Separated 

Coupled 
Variables 

(P,w} {hA,w} {p,«> {«,w} {hi,h0,w} 

Correlating 
Equation 

mass and 
momentum 

balance 

energy 
balance 

gas 
equation 
of state 

liquid 
mass 

balance 

liquid 
energy 
balance 

Time 
Coupling 

fast slow fast slow slow 

Applied 
Coupling 

{P,w} {T} {p,«} {«} m 

In the case of the non-separated volume, the balance equations can be divided into two sets to represent two broad 
phenomena; hydraulic coupling between p and w, i.e., {p,w} coupling, and energy coupling for inlet enthalpy h;, 



outlet enthalpy h0, and flow w, i.e., {h;, h^w}. For the hydraulic coupling in a finite control volume of length L 
and cross section area A, the coupling is represented in the mass M and momentum conservation equations: 

dM u d P dp . 
= w- - wn = LA — -*- , and (5) 

dt ' ° dt IdPJ w 

L dw W;2 w 0

2 

A dt 2Apj 2 A p 0 

AP , . ». (6) 

where p is the fluid density and AP = Pi - P 0. Friction and gravity terms have been neglected in the momentum 
equation, Eq. (6). Manipulation of Eqs. (5) and (6) for small perturbations from a uniform steady-state where 
P 0 is kept constant and W; is changed externally, gives for small time increments: 

8w- 6w-
8w0 - — ! dt - — i dt , (7) 

where 

T T Thyd 

P„LA _ 
T T " — Thyd • 

o 

Here, x T is the time constants for mass transport and t h y d is the time constant for the hydraulic {p,w} coupling. 

From the time-dependent Eq. (7) and the fact that mass is being conserved in the non-separated volume, we may 
infer the following "dynamic" ES rule: 

^ ( t ) (&J® Q ^ (t + dt) - w0'(t + dt) , 

which expresses the fact that if w ; is increasing (T) at time t, and the status of the mass balance Q , ^ is constant 
at times t and t + dt, then w 0 must be increasing at time t + dt. From Eq. (7) it can be seen that dt in the above 
equation is equivalent to x h y d since the threshold criteria for the flows should be the same. The ES rule would 
have to explicitly account for the period x h y d during which the status of w0 is ambiguous. The rule would also 
have to explicitly track the dynamic status of Qmut while freezing the value of w;. This shows the difficulty of 
writing a dynamic ES rule which fully incorporates the dynamic response of compressibility. If we used 
quasistatics/incompressibility, the equation corresponding to Eq. (7) would be 

6wo = 5w- . (8) 

Equation (8) would translate to the following ES rule with no time delay, 

W- U ~* W o ' 

which illustrates the simplifications made possible by using quasistatic diagnostic rules and treating dynamic 
effects separately in the TWS module. For the energy coupling on each side of a heat exchanger, we can derive 
an equation similar to Eq. (7) in terms of temperatures T, and a thermal time constant x<hmad. 



In the case of the separated volume, the main couplings presented in Table I are between {i,w} in the liquid mass 
balance; {p,{} for the gas EOS; and {h;, h0,w} for the liquid energy balance. The liquid mass balance equation 
gives 

60 H dt 
w- ''tank 

(9) 

where x t f n k=M7w? is the separated volume tank time constant and the superscript "o" indicates the initial value 
of the variable. Equivalent equations can be found for the liquid energy balance in terms of T and a xllKmal time 
constant However, the gas EOS for a low inertia gas volume, if heat transfer is neglected, has no time constant 
involved. 

Equations (7) and (9) are simple derivations which show that if we used the dynamic balance equations instead 
of the static/quasistatic versions to derive qualitative physics rules of the PRD, complications would arise. 
However, they do show that each rule derived from a balance equation has a time constant associated with it. Our 
TW concept approximates this by associating time constants/delays instead, with each signal variable. One 
exception is the enthalpy transport phenomenon which is not treated in the TWS. 

The theory of natural feedback and instrument time delays is simple and consistent. However, because of slop 
due to uncertainties in x ^ approximations in simulation models, assumptions of incompressibility in the rules 
of the PRD, etc., we need to derive slop formulas to approximate the concepts described above. These formulas 
account for the physical fact that certain hydraulic variables are dynamically tied together closely. The chief 
difficulty is in the treatment of x" when it is used to activate rules. In the slop formulas, the general TW is opened 
in accordance with the procedure for Eq. (1). After the general TW is opened, however, specific slop formulas 
for specific window openings and closings are applied in accordance with the natural feedback couplings shown 
in Table I. 

For a non-separated volume, we start with {p,w} coupling. Once the first p or w signals with not normal (/-), i.e., 
p A or W', trend occurs; then we do not use a constant trend for any of the other p and w variables until a period 
Atpw = liiyddop + îmt has passed. In essence, At p w is the window which opens after the first p A or v/~ reach then-
corresponding threshold e, (see Fig. 2). During Atp,,, all p A and W~ are used in the {p,w} rules or in other 
hydraulic coupling rules between {p,p} and {w,w} for non-separated volumes. This includes p'" in the separated 
volumes. However, p" and w are not used in those rules until the window is closed. After AtpW no more new 

w accepted 

w not accepted 

£_ 

Fig. 2. Slop Time for the {p,w} Coupling 



Fig. 3. Effects of Control System Actions on the Thermal-Hydraulic Variables 

occurrences of p7" and W~ are used in the rules. For the heat exchanger energy rules relating {h^jw}, once the 
general window is opened, it is never closed for h„ unless t c I o w c o r t I o l closes it. However, h0" is not used until a heat 
exchanger slop time At̂ . = T ^ + *,,„,„, has passed after the general time window was opened at tap,,,. For hf, At^ 
is also used, but the thermal time constant x^^^ is not needed if at the onset of the transient the plant is at steady-
state. The constant flows w" are treated as discussed for the {p,w} coupling. The dynamic coupling between hj 
and h 0 for a pipe is treated through enthalpy transport outside the TWS. 

In the case of separated volume rules, the analogous procedure is used as with the non-separated volume. In the 
case of {p,{}, the slop time period is Atpi and for {{,w} rules the corresponding period is At^,. There is a 
corresponding period At for the {h^h^w} coupling, but that will not be discussed further here, as it is similar to 
that for the non-separated volume. The {p,<!} coupling is then treated in the same way as the {p,w} coupling for 
non-separated volumes. The {{,w} coupling and the {hiJi^w} coupling are both treated similarly to the {hjjh^w) 
coupling for non-separated volumes. 

Control System Action 

We now turn to the procedure for the control system response. If the control system completely suppresses a 
signal response, there is not much that can be done. However, in most cases, once control action takes place, 
there are breaks in the signal history as illustrated in Fig. 3. The breaks are characterized by a discontinuity in 
dx/dt that is consistent with the first-order time dependence of the conservation equations. A discontinuity in 
dx/dt, particularly a "sharp" one, indicates control action. A "soft" discontinuity is more indicative of natural 
feedback, but including that here is consistent with the approach. Oscillations could also be treated here. What 
is not treated as a break is the discontinuity from steady-state. This could be a control action, but we will not use 
it to close the window. We will rely on the t c l o s e j ^ , ^ to reject the possible control action from steady-state. 
There may be cases when this is not sufficient, but hopefully, they should be in the minority. 

We try to close the TW on control action in a manner which makes the longest use of the signals. This is a rule-
dependent procedure. Closing the TW means that no more new occurrences of x'~ are accepted for the specific 
rule and that some post-closure trend for the previous x A needs to be defined. For the tightly coupled rules 
relating {p,w} and {p,C}, after a break is first encountered in the signal variables for the rules, the TW is 
simultaneously closed for all non-separated volume rules relating {p,w} and separated volume rules relating 
{p,<!}. In a non-separated volume, p and w are dynamically very closely tied together. Similarly, in the separated 
volume when the wall temperature effects are ignored, there is not much delay between t and p. In essence, we 
only use the initial trend of these signals in the rules of the PRD. 

The closing of the TW on the tightly coupled variables does not close the window for rules relating {h;,h0,w} and 
{4,w}. This is because h and t normally have much longer natural time constants than the other variables since 
they are integrated variables. Some of the t c l o s e i m t / n f t d formulae close the windows for h/T and i signals. For the 



variables h; and w, if there are no breaks in each of the variables, as illustrated in Fig. 4, we continue to use them 
in the rules with the same trend. For each variable, if there is a break but the break is not the opposite of the 
initial trend, as shown in Fig. 5, we continue to use it in the rules with the initial trend. For each variable, if there 
is a break but the break acts against the initial trend, as shown in Fig. 6, we continue to use it in the rules with 
the initial trend until the initial value is reached. At this point, the trend is treated as unknown and the TW closes. 
For the integrated variable { and h0, for each variable, if there is a break, we stop using the initial trend in the 
variables. At this point, the trend is treated as unknown and the TW closes (see Fig. 7). 

In addition to governing the opening and closing of the TW for the T-H variables, the evolution in time of the T-H 
variables during a transient can also be used as criteria for the ES to stop the diagnostics. For instance, 
diagnostics should be stopped after the window has closed for all variables, after all h0's and G's have initially 
responded, reverse flow occurs, and initiation of two-phase conditions. This completes the discussion of the 
theory behind the TWS module. We now turn to the implementation of the TWS in PRODIAG and show 
illustrative results. 

TIME WINDOW SELECTOR - IMPLEMENTATION 

The theory outlined in the previous section served as the basis for the development and implementation of the 
TWS module in PRODIAG. In this section, we discuss the practical implementation of the theory, present 
approximations used to simplify the logic, and show the basis for these approximations. In the TWS module, 
the qualitative trend of the T-H variables is determined by taking into account the time constants associated with 
instrumentation time response and natural T-H feedback, and determining if the diagnostics session should be 
halted due to automatic control system action. 

The development and implementation of the TWS module, reflect the fact that the underlying objective of 
handling the dynamic effects in a process during a transient is to account for the instrumentation delay and natural 
feedback and disregard the effects of process automatic control actions. Control actions have the potential to 
mask signals or to drive signals from their normal steady-state values which, in turn, could incorrectly activate 
the diagnostic rules of the PRD and lead to incorrect inferences. On the other hand, natural feedback effects 
should be an integral part of the reasoning since they allow us to infer trends of nonmeasured signals, by solving 
the balance equations for the T-H variables [5], which can then be used to infer imbalances in mass, energy, and 
momentum. 

Opening and Qosing of the Time Window 

Before the trend of the signals to be used at each time step during the transient is inferred in the TWS module, 
the raw T-H signals are first processed in the Signal Trend (ST) module. This module determines the actual trend 
of each variable in the entire piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) of the process based on simple 
threshold logic. If the value of the variable is within x0±e, where \ is the expected value of x and e is the 
threshold, the variable is said to be constant (-), otherwise the variable is said to be increasing (T) or decreasing 
(I). In the ST module, each variable is compared with two thresholds, the primary threshold e p used to inform 
the algorithm that the variable is varying enough to open the TW for the associated class of variables, and the 
secondary threshold e5 used to inform the algorithnm that the variable is varying enough to be considered in the 
analysis. 

The first major approximation in the implementation of the TW concept is me coupling of the T-H variables. 
Here, the theoretical coupling illustrated in the first row of Table I is approximated by grouping the signals into 
four classes of variables, {p,w} {p,<!}, {T}, and {?}, presented in the last row of the table. For non-separated 
volumes, the {p,w} coupling is treated just like in the theory; the same is also true for the {p,{} coupling in 
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Fig. 4. Control System Actions with No Effects on Inlet Enthalpy h; and Flow w 

Fig. 5. Control System Actions that Cause Monotonic Trend Behavior 
on Inlet Enthaply hj and Flow w 
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CLOSE CONTROL CLOSE CONTROL 

Fig. 6. Control System Actions Close the Time Window at t c l o s e coatIol Due to 
Nonmonotonic Trend Behavior on Inlet Enthalpy h; and Flow w 

CLOSE CONTROL 

h o ' f i 
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Fig. 7. Control System Actions Close the Time Window at t c l o „. c o n t r o l Due to 
Nonomonotonic Trend Behavior on Outlet Enthalpy h 0 and Level { 



separated volumes. However, the treatment of the {n^h^w} coupling for either volume type is simplified here. 
Flow w is decoupled from enthalpy h and is not considered other than in the {p,w} coupling. The inlet enthalpy 
h; and outlet enthalpy \\ are not differentiated and are treated as temperature T. For separated volumes where 
p is not measured, the treatment of the {$,v/} coupling is also simplified where i is decoupled from w and is the 
only variable treated. When p is also measured in addition to i, then t is treated through the {p,{} coupling. The 
basis and consequences of these approximations are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

There are a total of five time windows, a general TW and one TW for each one of the four classes of variables. 
The TW for a class of T-H variables opens when any of the variables of the class located anywhere in the P&ID 
reaches its primary threshold ep. The opening of the TW for a class of signals causes the general TW to open, 
which triggers the beginning of the diagnostics and allows the variables whose corresponding TWs are not open, 
to open if their secondary threshold e, are reached, or to be taken as constant (-) otherwise. The opening of the 
four TWs for the four classes of variables are decoupled from each other, apart from their coupling through the 
general TW, and once opened are treated separately. 

Table II shows the actual trend and the inferred trend (or trend to be used) at the opening of the TW for the {p,w} 
class of variables. If the actual trend of the variable, determined in the ST module, is increasing (T) or decreasing 
(I), then the inferred trend at the opening of the TW at time t„ is also increasing or decreasing, respectively. 
However, if the actual trend is constant (-) at t0, then we infer that the trend is unknown (?). Once the TW opens 
at ̂  the trends used for {p,w} variables in subsequent time steps t;, until the diagnosis is halted, depend on the 
three possible status of the TW, open, closing and closed, the trend used at the previous time step tj.,, and the 
actual trend at t; calulated in the ST module. Table DI illustrates the inferred trends for t ; > t0. 

Table II. Actual Signal Trend and Inferred Trend at the Opening 
of the Time Window for Pressure and Flow 

Actual Trend at t 0 Inferred Trend at t 0 

t T 
I i 
- ? 

Table HI carries out the initial x" delay described in the theory and the implementation of control action. When 
the TW is open, rows 7-9 handle the implementation of x* delay and represent an exact algorithmic treatment of 
the theory. Once the TW is open, it remains open for a slop time AtpW. If another p or w variable reaches e, 
during AtpW, then its trend is set to (T) or (I), otherwise is set to (?). If the variable has not reached e, at the 
closing time tt = t„ + A t ^ its trend is set to constant (-) for t; :> t 0 +Attw. 

As discussed in the theory section, automatic control actions have the potential to cause a discontinuity in the first 
time-derivative of the variables (1) in the case the control action tries to reverse the symptoms of the fault; (2) 
further increase the symptoms of the fault; or (3) cause variables that are originally constant to deviate from their 
expected values. The first possibility is considered in rows 3 and 4 of Table III; regardless of the possible status 
of the TW, if the variables have a nonmonotonic behavior in two consecutive time steps the diagnostics is halted. 
This procedure is somewhat more conservative than what the theory section calls for, as it is tantamount to 
shutting down the diagnostics on closure of only one TW. Due to the practical difficulty of implementing the 
second possibility, it was not treated. This theoretically should be acceptable because it would reinforce the 
original trend of the deviating variables. The third possibility, which also causes the end of the diagnostics, is 
considered in rows 10 and 12 of Table HI when the TW is already closed and the variable trend changes from (-) 



Table III. Previously Used Signal Trend, Actual Signal Trend, and Inferred Signal Trend to be 
Used When the Time Window is Open, Closing, and Closed for Pressure and Flow 

Inferred 
Trend at tj.. 

Actual 
Trend at t; 

Inferred Trend at t; when the Time Window is Inferred 
Trend at tj.. 

Actual 
Trend at t; Open 

( t 0 < t i < t 0 + Atp w) 
Closing 

( t ^ + A y ) 
Closed 

( t i >t 0 + At p w) 

-
T 
T 

stop 

T 
T 

stop 

r 
r 

stop 

-
stop 

1 
1 

stop 
J 
I 

stop 
1 
I 

? 
? 
? 

-
T 
? 
i 

T 

1 

- -
stop 

stop 

to either (t) or (I). This is equivalent to treating the break from steady-state as a control action and shutting 
down diagnosis on control action. Once again this is more conservative than theory and shuts down the 
diagnostics earlier. Similar tables can be obtained for handling {p,0} class of variables. 

To handle the {T} class of variables, a different approach is required. Once opened, the TW for T signals 
remains open until the end of the diagnostics. Except for nonmonotonic behavior that causes the diagnostics to 
halt, the trend of {T} variables inferred in the TWS module are the same as the actual variable trends obtained 
in the ST module. The TW for T variables never closes to allow us to account for the thermal inertia which 
normally leads to slower natural T-H feedback. The treatment of the {T} class of variables is not applied to catch 
control system action unless it causes a nonmontonic trend behavior. By separating w out from the { h ^ w } 
coupling discussed in the theory section and treating it by procedures for the {p,w} coupling, we have once again 
stopped diagnosis earlier with control action, as the {p,w} class of signals responds the fastest. The deletion of 
a separate treatment for hj and lumping it together with h 0 as a {T} class is reasonable, as long as the instrument 
response time is much smaller than the enthalpy transport time. The issue of h0" discussed in the previous section 
is implemented outside the TWS module in the application of particular rules. We wait for one T'" trend before 
applying the h0* rules, which automatically takes care of the delay time constants between h and w without the 
need to know the numerical values. A similar treatment is used for {$} in separate volumes. 

Selection of Slop Time and Threshold 

Together, the choices of the slop time At for each class of thermal-hydraulically coupled variables and the 
thresholds ep and e, of each variable, play important roles in the opening and closing of the TWs. In general, At 
should be long enough for all coupled variables to respond, but short enough that automatic control actions 
causing trend changes have not been activated. Similarly, £ should be small enough to allow all coupled variables 
to respond, but large enough to delay detection of trend changes caused by automatic control actions and noise 
in the data. These may not always be possible if the data has too much noise or if the control action response 
occurs shortly after the opening of the time window. 

The values for the slop time At for each class of thermal-hydraulically coupled variables can be selected based 
on instrumentation time response data provided by vendors, through off- or on-line time response tests, or 



through analysis of recorded transient data. The selection of the threshold e, should take into account the 
sensitivity of the instrument and the expected or reference value of the variable. For instance, if the accuracy of 
a thermocouple instrument is 0.5°F and its reference value is 200°F, then e should not be smaller than 0.25%. 
For coupled signals, the selection of e should also consider the nonlinear physical relationships between the 
coupled variables, e.g., Ap = w2. 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

The Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) of Commonwealth Edison's (ComEd) Braidwood pressurized 
water reactor was selected as the test-bed for PRODIAG and it is used in this section to illustrate the features of 
the TWS module. Here, we describe the CVCS and show through analysis of simulated CVCS malfunctions how 
the TWS handles natural feedback and control system action. 

The Chemical and Volume Control System 

Figure 8 illustrates the simplified P&ID of the Braidwood CVCS used in the test. Letdown water leaves the 
Reactor Coolant System (RCS), represented in the upper-left-portion of the figure, and flows through the shell-
side of the regenerative heat exchanger (RHX) where it gives up its heat to makeup water being returned to the 
RCS. From there, letdown water proceeds through a series of valves and the letdown heat exchanger (LHX), in 
order to reduce system pressure and temperature, until it reaches the Volume Control Tank (VCT). Then, the 
charging pump (pump A in the figure) takes the coolant from the VCT to a junction point (junction 7 in the 
figure), where the streams divide. Some water flows back to the RCS, through the tube-side of the RHX, and the 
remaining water flows to the seals of the reactor coolant pumps, where one portion returns to the RCS and the 
other recirculates. 

The Braidwood full-scope simulator was used to separately model a total of 58 CVCS single-fault transients 
representing one of 20 distinct component failure types [5], e.g., divert valve LCV-112A fails open, RCS filter 
clogged, letdown line leak. Each single-fault transient was simulated for 40 s, including at least 3 s of null 
transient, starting from a steady-state normal mode of the CVCS operation with the plant at 100% of nominal 
power. For each simulation, the values of the 33 variables illustrated in Figure 8 were recorded at 1 s sampling 
intervals. 

Natural Feedback Example 

An example is presented here that illustrates the importance of considering the slower temporal effects associated 
with time-integrated phenomena, such as thermal inertia in a heat exchanger and mass transport in a separated 
volume tank, due to a mass or momentum imbalance in the T-H loop. In the example, we illustrate how the 
slower thermal response of a heat exchanger outlet temperature is used to narrow down the diagnostics of a 
CVCS letdown line leak inside containment just upstream of valve v-8160 (see Fig. 8). The malfunction causes 
an increase in letdown flow up to the leak location, which is not measured, a decrease in letdown pressure 
measured by PT-131, and a flow decrease from the leak until the VCT measured by FT-132. The increased flow 
through the shell-side of the RHX, eventually, causes the RHX outlet temperature measured by TE-127 to 
increase. 

At 4 s into the transient, PT-131 and FT-132 indicate that pressure and flow are decreasing, respectively, opening 
the {p,w} TW. Then, the rules of the PRD hypothesize that there is either a mass or momentum problem from 
the beginning of the letdown line until the location of the two measurements. The lack of flow instrumentation 
upstream of the leak, precludes the differentiation between the two hypotheses. The {p,w} TW closes at 6 s, i.e., 
Atpw=2 s. However, since the TW for temperatures is independent of the {p,w} TW, and it never closes, when 
TE-127 indicates an increase at 8 s, the TWS module infers an increasing temperature trend. This temperature 
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increase allows the first-principle rules of the PRD to infer that the nonmeasured mass flow through the shell-side 
of the RHX ought to be increasing, which in turn, allows the conservation equation rules of the PRD to infer that 
the malfunction is a mass problem between the two heat exchangers. 

Control Action Example 

The nonmonotonic behavior of the process variables due to automatic system control actions is detected in the i V . . 
TWS module and causes PRODIAG to halt diagnostics. The use of variables "corrupted" by control actions tail ? ^ 
lead to misdiagnosis and should be avoided as demonstrated by the following example of the clogging of the RCS 
filter located upstream of the VCT (see Fig. 8). The RCS filter clogging causes a decrease in the letdown line 
flow measured by FT-132 and an increase in letdown line pressure upstream of the filter measured by PT-131. 
The pressure increase causes valve PCV-131 to modulate and relief valve TCV-129 to lift, in order to maintain 
letdown pressure below its setpoint. These automatic control actions cause in turn a large increase in letdown 
flow, reversing its initial decreasing trend. 

At 4 s into the transient, PT-131 and FT-132 indicate that pressure and flow are increasing and decreasing, 
respectiveh/. The {p,w} TW opens and a mass or momentum problems between the measurements and the VCT 
are hypothesized by the ES. The window closes 2 s later at 6 s into the transient. At 7 s, automatic control 
actions are initiated causing letdown flow indicated by FT-132 to reverse its initial trend and increase. This 
nonmonotonic flow behavior causes the TWS to halt the ES diagnostics. If the diagnostics had not been stopped, 
the increasing flow trend would have caused the rules of the PRD to incorrectly infer that the imbalances are 
located upstream of the measurements, instead of downstream. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented here the concept of the time window selector module in the ES part of the process malfunction 
diagnostic code PRODIAG. Implementation of the TWS in PRODIAG and illustrative results have also been 
detailed. The results are for an operating system, the CVCS represented by the full-scope simulator for the 
Braidwood nuclear power plant The results are promising and show that the TWS is capable of filtering out the 
dynamic effects of the system transient T-H response before the quasistatic/static ES rules in the PRD are 
applied. It is simpler to treat dynamic effects in the TWS instead of attempting to develop dynamic diagnostic 
rules. Process diagnostic rules based on the quasistatic forms of the conservation equations are an acceptable 
approach when coupled with the TWS concept 

There is, however, one foreseeable caveat in the proposed technique. For "very slow" transients where some 6x 
< s s "forever" and, therefore, identification of deviation in some x's are not possible, we will have to use the option 
of long-time diagnostic rules as opposed to the current rules which are all short-time rules. This is the case not 
only for "very slow", but also "very mild" transients. For example, if 6Ap ~ 0.25%, then Sw - 0.12%. Thus, 
when e,=0.20% for both p and w variables, a w threshold may never be reached even though the Ap threshold 
has been reached. The long-time rules appear at first cut to be different from the short-time rules. The short-time 
rules concentrate on the first 30-60-second transient behavior. Since we may have no idea of when a very slow 
transient started, it may be thought difficult to define criteria for long-time and, therefore, criteria to switch to 
long-time rules. However, we can define rate criteria to switch to long-time rules. For instance, from the balance 
equation of a separated volume tank in Eq. (9) with long-time threshold e a = 6w/w i3 we may define the switching 
criterion: 

d? 8« if < , then switch to long-time rules. 
?

0 d t ^ 



Another possibility is to say that long-time starts after some of the time windows discussed in this paper have 
closed. In other words, if the change in the "cumulative" slow variables satisfy 8« or 6T ^ e„ but the change in 
the "instantaneous" fast variables 5w or 5p £ e„ and the switching criteria are satisfied, then a "long-time" rule 
situation exists. Work is ongoing on these criteria and the long-time diagnostic rules. 
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